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a b s t r a c t

We report a new class of chitosan-based hybrid nanogels by in-situ immobilization of CdSe quantum dots
(QDs) in the chitosanepoly(methacrylic acid) (chitosanePMAA) networks. The covalently crosslinked
hybrid nanogels with chitosan chains semi-interpenetrating in the crosslinked PMAA networks exhibit
excellent colloidal and structural stability as well as reversible physical property change in response to
a pH variation cross the physiological condition. In contrast, the hybrid nanogels formed by non-covalent
physical association exhibit a significant change in the structure and composition upon exposure to
physiological pH. This distinction in the structural stability of hybrid nanogels produces very different
outcomes for their biomedical applications. The covalently crosslinked hybrid nanogels are low-cytotoxic
and could illuminate the B16F10 cells, sense the environmental pH change, and regulate the release of
anticancer drug in the typical abnormal pH range of 5e7.4 found in pathological zone, thus successfully
combine multiple functionality into a single nano-object. However, the physically associated hybrid
nanogels exhibit a non-reversible pH-sensitive PL property and a significant cytotoxicity after 24 h
treatment. It is critical to construct a highly stable biopolymer-QD hybrid nanogel, via a rational design
for safe bionanomaterials, to simultaneously combine the biosensing, bioimaging, and effective therapy
functions.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The application of nanotechnology to biological science is
widely expected to change the landscape of pharmaceutical and
biotechnology industries for the foreseeable future. After signifi-
cant advances in the fabrication of a wide variety of functional
nanomaterials, it has seen increasing interest in the incorporation
of multiple functionalities into a single nano-object [1e13].
Quantum dots (QDs) have been intensively explored for bioimaging
and labeling probes due to their unique optical properties,
including wideband excitation, narrow emission, phenomenal
photostability, high quantum yield, and potential for simultaneous
multicolor imaging [1e8]. To combine the imaging ability with the
therapy function, much work has focused on the surface conjuga-
tion of QDs with biocompatible ligands, such as peptides, anti-
bodies, and biopolymers [9e13]. However, the monolayer capped
QDs usually have low drug loading capacity and are lack of sensi-
tivity to control the drug release in response to local environmental
: þ1 718 982 3910.
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change. On the other hand, stimuli-responsive microgels/nanogels
offer unique advantages as drug delivery carriers, including
a tunable size from submicrons to tens of nanometers, large surface
area for bioconjugation, porous structure for storage of therapeu-
tics, and controllable drug release at specific chemical and biolog-
ical environment [14e17]. A single nano-object with the
immobilization of QDs in the interior of responsive nanogels is
undoubtedly of special interest to integrate the optical sensing
[18e22], imaging diagnostics [1,3], and controlled drug release [15]
because of their unique stimuli-responsive volume phase transi-
tion, visible luminescence, and porosity.

Natural biopolymers have been widely used to prepare
responsive hydrogels for biomedical application due to their
biocompatibility, low toxicity, and a high content of functional
groups [23e28]. Although significant benefits have been achieved
on the relative areas, to the best of our knowledge, few studies refer
to the natural biopolymer-based bionanomaterials for simulta-
neous sensing, imaging diagnosis and therapy. We recently pre-
sented a multifunctional system on the basis of immobilization of
QDs into the hydroxypropylcelluloseepoly(acrylic acid) (HPCePAA)
semi-interpenetrating (semi-IPN) nanogel for simultaneous optical
pH-sensing, tumor cell imaging, and pH-regulated delivery of
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anticancer drug [29]. Despite of the exciting conception, several key
issues remain unaddressed in this system. First, the pH-responsive
optical tracing and drug release only demonstrate high sensitivity
in the pH range from 4 to 6, while many pathological processes in
various tissues and organs are accompanied with local pH decrease
by 1e2.5 pH units (acidosis) and/or temperature increase by 1e5 �C
[30e32]. Second, the HPCePAAeQD hybrid nanogel system is not
suitable for long circulation at pH < 5.5 and T > 37 �C, because the
HPCePAA semi-IPN networks would adopt a compact structure
with high hydrophobicity under these conditions, thus cause
a potential aggregation. Third, it is necessary to examine whether
the synthetic strategy of in-situ immobilization of QDs into
responsive polysaccharide-based nanogels is generally applicable
to other type of polysaccharide-based nanogels. At last, the stability
of the morphology and composition of the polysaccharide-QD
hybrid nanogels under physiological important pH range should be
another critical factor for the designed multiple functionality, thus,
need be investigated to implement a rational approach for the safe
design of bionanomaterials.

Here, we develop a class of chitosan-based hybrid nanogels
(Rh < 100 nm) with CdSe QDs (3.2e3.8 nm) in-situ immobilized in
the chitosanepoly(methacrylic acid) (chitosanePMAA) semi-IPN
networks, which should display the properties and functions from
each building blocks, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Chitosan is
distinct from other commonly available polysaccharides due to its
glucosamine groups, cationicity, and capacity to form poly-
electrolyte complexes, making it a very versatile material with
extensive application in the biomedical and biotechnological fields
[26,27]. Some studies have revealed that chitosanmight function as
an immune adjuvant, demonstrating that chitosan of a high degree
of deacetylation is a promising and safe platform for parenteral
drug delivery [33e35]. In addition, the rich eOH groups of chitosan
chains should be able to sequester Cd2þ ions into the gel network
and stabilize the in-situ formed CdSe QDs embedded in the gel
network. In order to fabricate chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid
nanogels, we prepared chitosanePMAA semi-IPN nanogels with
two strategies. One is totally through the non-covalent physical
chitosanePMAA chain associations, such as secondary forces (ionic,
hydrogen or hydrophobic bonding) and physical entanglements.
Another is through the covalent crosslinkage of PMAA with chito-
san semi-interpenetrated in the PMAA networks. Both chitosan
(pKa w 6.5) and PMAA chains (pKa w 5.5) are pH-sensitive. While
the CdSe QDs are designed as an optical identification code for
biosensing and cellular imaging, the reversible pH-induced volume
phase transitions of the chitosanePMAA nanogels will modify the
physicochemical environment of the embedded QDs for converting
chemical/biochemical signals to optical signals and regulate the
release of anticancer drug temozolomide (TMZ) trapped in the
gels in the typical abnormal pH range of 5e7.4 found in
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the concept for designing multifunctional chitosanePM
microenvironments of extracellular tissues of tumors [29e32]. The
structural and composition stability of the hybrid nanogels
synthesized from covalent crosslinking method and physical
association method at various environmental pH was investigated
and compared, which were further correlated to the pH-regulated
physical properties, toxicity, and functionalities of these hybrid
nanogels. The rationally designed biopolymer-based hybrid nano-
gels that can integrate the pH-sensing, cancer cellular imaging, and
intelligently dosing the pathological zone under the local envi-
ronmental stimuli hold a great promise for simultaneous diagnosis,
therapy, and monitoring on the response to drug treatments.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Chitosan (Mr w 150, 000) was purchased from Fluka, and other chemicals were
purchased from Aldrich. Chitosan was purified by dissolving in a 1 wt% acetic acid
solution, filtration, re-precipitation in 1.0 M NaOH solution, and then washed and
dried in a vacuum at room temperature. The purified chitosan has a deacetylation
degree of about 90.2% as determined by titration. MAA was purified by distillation
under reduced pressure to remove inhibitors. Selenium (Se), sodium sulfite
(Na2SO3), cadmium chloride hydrate (CdCl2$xH2O), NaOH, 0.1 N HCl standard
solution, N,N0-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm), ammonium persulfate (APS), and
TMZ were used as received without further purification. The water used in all
experiments was of Millipore Milli-Q grade.

2.2. Synthesis of chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels

2.2.1. Synthesis of chitosanePMAA nanogels
To synthesize chitosanePMAA nanogels, purified chitosan was solubilized into

100 mL MAA solution at a given MAA/aminoglucoside molar ratio (Table 1) under
magnetic stirring for 12 h in a 250mL three-neck round-bottom flask equipped with
a N2 gas inlet and a condenser. The crosslinkerMBAAmwas then added. Themixture
was slowly heated to 60 �C under a N2 purge. After 30 min, 1 mL of 0.122 M APS was
added to initiate the polymerization. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 h.
The resultant nanogel was filtered through a Millipore Millex-HV filter with a pore
size of 1.0 mm to remove any possible aggregation, and then purified by 3 days of
dialysis (Spectra/Por� molecularporous membrane tubing, cutoff 12000e14000, the
same below) against very frequently changed dilute HCl solution of pH w 4.8 � 0.2
at room temperature.

2.2.2. In-situ synthesis of CdSe QDs in chitosanePMAA nanogels
After adjusting the pH to 4.6e5.0, 100 mL chitosanePMAA nanogel dispersions

were stirred in a 250 mL glass vial for 30 min. A solution of CdCl2$xH2O (3.5 wt%,
5 mL) was added dropwisely to the vial. The mixture was stirred at room temper-
ature for 1 day. After that, excess Cd2þ was removed by centrifugation, decantation,
and dialysis against very frequently changed water for 2 days. In the whole process,
the solutionwas kept in acidic condition of pHw 4.6e5.0. The nanogels loaded with
Cd2þ ions were poured into a 250 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a stirrer,
a N2 gas inlet, and a condenser. After 30 min N2 purge, 6.5 mL fresh Na2SeSO3

solution (0.335 M) [29] was dropwisely added. The temperaturewas rapidly raised to
100 �C, and the mixture gradually turned to brilliant yellow, orange and finally red
color [36e38]. The mixture was further stirred for 30 min until the color was stable.
The resulted nanogels incorporated with CdSe QDs were cooled down under N2

atmosphere, and then purified by centrifugation, decantation, and dialysis against
AAeCdSe hybrid nanogel and its potential extending applications in biomedical field.



Table 1
Dependence of particle size on feeding ratios of chitosan/MAA/MBAAm.

Chitosan/MAA
/MBAAma (wt/wt/wt)

Diameterb

(nm)
Polydispersity Zeta potentialb

(mV)

100:210:15 174.5 0.109 �23.1 � 2.4
100:105:15 119.8 0.098 �9.6 � 2.0
100:79:15 104.2 0.084 �3.3 � 1.8
100:53:15 74.7 0.055 �1.9 � 0.6
100:53:0 84.6 0.127 �1.2 � 0.8

a The concentration of chitosan was fixed at 1.03 � 10�3 g/mL.
b Measured in an acidic medium (pH w 5.0) at 22.1 �C.
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very frequently changed water (pH w 4.6e5.0) at room temperature for 3 days. The
samples were stored at 3 �C for further studies.

2.3. Stability studies of hybrid nanogels

To study the stability of the hybrid nanogels during their storage under constant
conditions (3 �C and pH w 4.8 � 0.2), the distribution of hydrodynamic radius (Rh)
was measured at defined time periods. To study the effect of pH change on the
stability of hybrid nanogels, 5 mL hybrid nanogels purified at pH w 4.8 � 0.2 in
a dialysis bag were exposed to 50 mL phosphate buffer solution (PBS) of pH 7.38 at
37 �C. The dispersion inside the dialysis bag was sampled at defined time periods
and analyzed by FTIR spectrometry, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and
light scattering to monitor their composition, morphology, and size change.

2.4. Incorporation of the hybrid nanogels into mouse melanoma B16F10 cells

Round glass coverslips were placed in each well of a 24-well plate and treated
with 0.1% poly-L-lysine in 100 mM PBS for 40 min. Following the treatment, the
solution was aspirated and the wells were washed with PBS three times. Next,
B16F10 cells (2 � 104 cell/well) were seeded on the glass coverslips at 80% conflu-
ence in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fatal bovine
serum (FBS) and 1% penicillinestreptomycin. On the next day, each sample was
diluted to three concentrations in serum-free DMEM in the following manner: (i)
50 mL of sample (0.75 mg) with 450 mL serum-free DMEM; (ii) 100 mL of sample
(1.5 mg) with 400 mL serum-free DMEM; (iii) 200 mL sample (3 mg) with 300 mL
serum-free DMEM. Additionally, 500 mL of serum-free medium was added to
a control well. Each of the diluted samples in 500 mL mediumwas added to a marked
well. 500 mL of serum-free mediumwas added to the control well. After incubated at
37 �C for 2 h, the medium was aspirated and fresh serum-free DMEM was added to
each well. Finally, the coverslips with cells were removed from the wells and
mounted onto slides with mounting fluid.

2.5. Drug loading and in vitro release

TMZ was loaded into the hybrid nanogels by using complexation method. 5 mL
hybrid nanogel dispersion with pH adjusted to 4.3 was stirred in an ice water bath
for 30 min. 500 mL of TMZ solution (1 mg/mL, pH ¼ 3.0) was then added dropwisely
to the vial. After stirring overnight, the suspension was centrifuged for 20 min at
10000 rpm and room temperature. To remove free TMZ, the precipitate was redis-
persed in 5 mL HCl solution of pH ¼ 4.3, and further purified by centrifugation and
washing several times. All the upper clear solutions were collected, and the
concentration of free TMZ was determined by UVevis spectrometry at 328 nm. The
amount of loaded TMZ in the hybrid nanogels was calculated from the decrease in
TMZ concentration. The loading content is expressed as the mass of loaded drug per
unit weight of dried hybrid nanogels.

The in vitro release behavior was evaluated by the dialysis method. 5 mL of
purified TMZ-loaded hybrid nanogel dispersion (pH ¼ 2.0) was placed inside
a dialysis bag, which was immersed in 50mL 0.005 M buffer solutions of different pH
values of 7.38, 6.67, 6.15, and 5.03, respectively. The released TMZ outside of the
dialysis bag was sampled at defined time period and assayed by UVevis absorption
at both 328 nm (TMZ) and 266 nm (degradation product), based on the linear
calibration curve with R2 > 0.99 under the same condition. Cumulative release is
expressed as the total percentage of drug released through the dialysis membrane
over time.

2.6. In vitro cytotoxicity

B16F10 cells (2000 cell/well) were cultured in DMEM containing 10% FBS and 1%
penicillinestreptomycin in two 96-well plates, and exposed to free TMZ, drug-free
chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels, and TMZ-loaded chitosanePMAAeCdSe
hybrid nanogels. To cover the high concentrations, the nanogels were concentrated
and adjusted to an appropriate concentration in DMEM right before feeding into the
well. One plate was incubated at 37 �C for 2 h and another plate was incubated for
24 h. The medium was then aspirated, and these wells were washed using fresh
serum-free DMEM. After that, 25 mL of 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphe-
nyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) solution (5 mg/mL in PBS) were added to the wells.
After incubation for 2 h, the solutionwas aspirated. 100 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide was
then added to each well and the plate was sealed and incubated for 30 min at 37 �C
with gentle mixing. Three portions of the solution obtained from each well were
transferred to three respective wells of a 96-well plate. Cell viability was measured
using a microplate reader at 570 nm. Positive controls contained no TMZ or nano-
gels, and negative controls contained MTT.

2.7. Characterization

The FTIR spectra were recorded with a Nicolet Instrument Co. MAGNA-IR 750
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The UVevis absorption spectra were
obtained on a Thermo Electron Co. Helios b UVevis Spectrometer. The photo-
luminescence (PL) spectra were obtained on a JOBIN YVON Co. FluoroMax�-3
Spectrofluorometer equipped with a R928P photomultiplier tube and confirmed on
a VARIAN CARY Eclipse Spectrofluorometer equipped with R928 photomultiplier
tubes and self-optimized light filters. The pH values were measured on a METTLER
TOLEDO SevenEasy pH meter. The TEM images were taken on a FEI TECNAI trans-
mission electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV to examine the
morphology of hybrid nanogels. The confocal scanning microscopy (LEICA TCS SP2
AOBS�), with an Argon laser (496 nm) as the light source, was applied to image the
cell morphology and distributions of the hybrid nanogels in the cells. A standard
laser light scattering spectrometer (BI-200SM) equipped with a BI-9000 AT digital
time correlator and a HeeNe laser (35 mW, 633 nm) was used to determine the size
and size distributions of hybrid nanogels at a scattering angle of 45� and the
molecular weight (Mw) of PMAA chains [39]. The zeta potential measurements were
carried out on a Zeta-Meter mode and calibrated with standard solutions.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis of chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels

Our strategy to prepare the multifunctional chitosanePMAAe
CdSe hybrid nanogels involves the first synthesis of stimuli-
responsive chitosanePMAA semi-IPN nanogels, followed by the
in-situ synthesis of CdSe QDs inside the nanogels. The chito-
sanePMAA semi-IPN nanogels were prepared by the polymeriza-
tion of MAA monomers in chitosan aqueous solution in the
presence and absence of crosslinker MBAAm. Chitosan chain in
solution is in cationic polyelectrolyte form, which tends to ease the
formation of specific structures via electrostatic interactions with
MAA molecules and form interpolymer complexes [40,41]. The
polymerization and crosslinking of the MAA monomers that are
complexed with chitosan chains can result in narrowly distributed
gel particles with a chemically crosslinked PMAA network semi-
interpenetrated by chitosan chains. The interplay of other interac-
tions, such as hydrophobic association of methyl groups of PMAA
chains, may also contribute towards the stability of the nanogels.
The size and zeta potential of the chitosanePMAA nanogels could
be simply controlled by tuning the feeding ratio of MAA/chitosan
(Table 1). The mean diameter of chitosanePMAA nanogels varies
from 174.5 to 74.7 nm when the MAA/chitosan ratio changes from
2.10 to 0.53. The chitosanePMAA nanogel formed totally by phys-
ical chain associations shows a broader size distribution compared
to the corresponding covalently crosslinked nanogel prepared
under the same conditions. The nanogels presented negative
surface charge at pH z 5.0. The zeta potential tended to be neutral
as the MAA/chitosan ratio decreased. Although PMAA chains show
a theta temperature Q of 30 �C in aqueous solution of low pH [42],
all nanogels were well dispersed in water without precipitation for
several months at room temperature due to the dominant hydro-
philic nature of chitosan.

On the basis of physiological parameters such as hepatic filtra-
tion, tissue extravasation, tissue diffusion, and kidney excretion, it
is clear that particle size is a key factor in the biodistribution of
long-circulating nanoparticles and achieving therapeutic efficacy
[43]. The nanoparticle carriers in the size range of 10e100 nm have
actual advantages to improve the blood circulation time and
enhance the extravasation rate into permeable tissues such as
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tumors [28,43e45]. Herein, three small-sized chitosanePMAA
nanogels with chitosan/MAA/MBAAm ¼ 100: 79: 15, 100:53: 15,
and 100: 53: 0, and corresponding hydrodynamic diameter of
104.2, 74.7, and 84.6 nm (Table 1) were selected for further
immobilization of CdSe QDs. The resulting hybrid nanogels are
coded as CPM1, CPM2, and CPM3, respectively. Both the eCOO�

groups of PMAA and theeNH2 andeOH groups of chitosan are able
to link metal ions and QDs [14,17e22]. Our motivation is to use the
eOH groups of chitosan chains to bind the Cd2þ ions into the
nanogels and to protect the resultant CdSe QDs from agglomeration
or release, but protect theeNH2 andeCOO� groupsmainly used for
inducing pH-responsive volume phase transition of nanogels. To
reach this purpose, the whole uptake process of Cd2þ ions into the
nanogels was carried out in acidic medium of pHw 4.8� 0.2, which
is below the pKa ¼ 5.5 for PMAA and pKa ¼ 6.5 for chitosan,
respectively. With such a specific pH design, the PMAA chains have
little ionized COO� groups (pH< pKa) for uptake of Cd2þ ions, while
the amino groups of chitosan aremostly protonated (pH< pKa) and
positively charged, thus will not bind the Cd2þ ions. Therefore, most
of Cd2þ ions are loaded into the nanogels through the coordination
between the Cd2þ ions and the eOH groups of chitosan chains.
After the uptake of Cd2þ ions into the nanogels, the excess CdCl2 in
the external solution was removed by centrifugation, decantation,
and dialysis against a dilute HCl solution of pH w 4.8 � 0.2. This
procedure is designed to make sure that CdSe QDs can only be
formed inside the chitosanePMAA nanogels. The synthetic mech-
anism of CdSe QDs in aqueous media at low temperatures has been
investigated [36]. As expected, the in-situ immobilization of the
CdSe QDs into the nanogels almost has no effect on the character-
istic absorption peaks of eCOOH groups of PMAA (1718 cm�1) and
amide bands of chitosan (1580e1650 cm�1) in FTIR spectra (Fig. 2)
due to the successful protection of these functional groups during
the loading process of Cd2þ ions. In comparison with the chito-
sanePMAA template nanogel, the disappeared peak at 1211 cm�1

and the emerged new signal at 1145 cm�1 for the chito-
sanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels can be associated with the
binding of CdSe QDs with oxygenic groups of chitosan.

Fig. 3 shows the TEM images of the chitosanePMAAeCdSe
hybrid nanogels in acid medium (pH z 5.0). The QDs were
randomly distributed throughout the whole volume of all the
Fig. 2. Typical FTIR spectra of chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels synthesized
with chitosan/MAA/MBAAm ¼ 100: 79: 15 (a, CPM1), 100: 53: 15 (b, CPM2), and 100:
53: 0 (c, CPM3), respectively. The FTIR spectrum of the chitosanePMAA nanogel
template corresponding to CPM1 was also shown for comparison (a0).
chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels. As the size of semi-
conductor nanocrystals is directly related to the excitonic peak in
the UVevis absorption spectrum, the size of the CdSe QDs can be
estimated by empirical mathematical functions reported by Peng’s
group [46]. Peaks observed around 560e580 nm (Fig. 4) for the
three hybrid nanogels are assigned to the 1se1s electronic transi-
tions, from which the average particle size was determined to be
3.2e3.8 nm. Thus the CdSe particles exhibit extremely strong
quantum confinement in all the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid
nanogels. Moreover, no significant change in size was observed
after 6 months’ storage.

3.2. Volume phase transitions and stability of
ChitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels

Fig. 5 shows the pH-induced swelling curves of the chito-
sanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels, in terms of the Rh change
measured at T ¼ 22.1 �C and 37.2 �C, respectively. Although the
formation of chitosanePMAA complex particles has recently
attracted intensive interests [40,41], the volume phase behavior of
the complexes is rarely studied in detail. As expected, our hybrid
nanogels exhibited marked swelling at both high and low pH
values, but a minimum size at pH w 5.0e5.5. The swelling of the
hybrid nanogels containing pH-responsive groups is governed by
the internal osmotic pressure due to the mobile counter-ions con-
tained within the particles, which balance the internal electrostatic
repulsion. At high pH values (e.g. >8.0), the nanogels remained
nearly a maximum swelling degree due to the high degree ioni-
zation of eCOO- groups of PMAA chains. With a decrease in pH, the
eCOO� groups gradually protonate to eCOOH, which cannot only
enhance the hydrogen bonding interactions between the chitosan
and PMAA chains, but also reduce the Coulombic repulsion within
the particles, resulting in the gradual decrease in the size of hybrid
nanogels. When pH is decreased to the pKa of chitosan, the eNH2
groups of chitosan will be gradually protonated. Because a much
lower pH (<4.8) is needed to make the full protonation of the
carboxyl groups [42], PMAA chains are still partially negatively
charged at pH z 5.0e6.5, which can produce electrostatic attrac-
tion with the positively charged eNH3

þ groups of chitosan, thus
further reduce the size of nanogels. Because the molar ratio of
MAA-to-glucosamine is larger than 2.24 in these hybrid nanogels,
an increased acidity is required to protonate the excess eCOO�

groups that are not neutralized by eNH3
þ groups until reaching the

isoelectric point (pH z 5e5.5), at which the largest contraction of
the gel network chains occurred. Further decreasing pH to below 5,
the overall charges of the hybrid nanogels convert to positive due to
the excess eNH3

þ groups. The increased charge density on the gel
built up a Donnan potential for the gel to swell steadily in a more
acidic medium. The temperature has negligible effect on the pH-
induced two-way volume phase transition of the hybrid nanogels.
However, the size of the hybrid nanogels measured at 37.2 �C is
generally larger than that at 22.1 �C over the whole investigated pH
window, which could be attributed to the unique thermo-respon-
sive phase behavior of PMAA in water (Q z 30 �C) [42]. When the
temperature increases from 22.1 �C to 37.2 �C, intermolecular
hydrogen bonds will be weakened, and the PMAA chains will
undergo a transition from a highly compact conformation to an
expanded coil conformation, resulting in the swelling up of the
hybrid nanogels.

While the environmental pH change can induce the volume
phase transitions of the hybrid nanogels, it is extremely important
to understand whether the morphology and composition of the
hybrid nanogels are stable in the different environments for
designed functions. Human blood has a normal pH of about 7.4.
However, the production of lactic acid under anaerobic conditions



Fig. 3. TEM images showing morphology of the as-synthesized chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels CPM1 (A), CPM2 (B), and CPM3 (C), respectively, in acid medium (pH w 5.0).
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and the hydrolysis of ATP in an energy-deficient environment
contribute to an acidic microenvironment, which has been found
in many types of tumors [30]. Thus, the hybrid nanogels as
a multifunctional drug carrier would experience the varying
environments with a delicate range of acidealkaline balance
(5e7.4) [29e31] if they were used in living systems for in vivo
diagnosis and therapy. Although the colloidal stability (dis-
persibility) of the multifunctional bionanoparticles has been
widely considered, very limited studies have been carried out to
examine the morphology/composition change of the bionanoma-
terials when subjected to varying environments. Herein, we con-
ducted an experiment, at a proof-of-concept stage, to give some
insight into the evolution of the hybrid nanogels during a time
period of 32 h, which is longer than the time period (20 h)
required for macromolecular drug carriers to accumulate in solid
tumors though the blood stream [47]. We found that the hybrid
nanogels CPM1 and CPM2 with good entanglement of chitosan
chains in the covalently crosslinked PMAA networks were very
stable in both dispersibility and morphology/composition when
subjected to varying pH environments from 4.8 to 7.38 over the
32 h period. The CdSe QDs were not released from the nanogels
due to the strong interaction of CdSe QDs with the eOH groups of
chitosan and the ionized eCOO- groups of PMAA chains. In
Fig. 4. UVevis absorption spectra of the as-synthesized chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid
nanogels CPM1 (a), CPM2 (b), and CPM3 (c), respectively, in acid medium (pH w 5.0).
The photograph presents the color of the hybrid nanogels. The photograph of chito-
sanePMAA nanogel without QDs, showing opalescent color, was also presented for
a comparison.
contrast, a significant change in both morphology and composi-
tion was observed for CPM3, in which the PMAA chains were not
chemically crosslinked. Fig. 6 shows the TEM images (A) and FTIR
spectra (B) of CPM3 after exposed to the PBS of pH ¼ 7.38 for 5 h,
10 h, 22 h, and 32 h, respectively, which illustrates how the
uncrosslinked PMAA chains gradually released from CPM3 hybrid
nanogel particles. The CPM3 nanogels started to swell at
pH ¼ 7.38, and then cracked after a certain period (e.g., �5 h). This
crack further propagated over the extended time period, leading
to a demolition of the nanogel and a release of the encapsulated
PMAA chains, resulting in seajelly like morphologies of QD-riched
structures stabilized by chitosan ribbons. Correspondingly, the
intensity of the characteristic FTIR peak of the eCOOH groups
(1718 cm�1) gradually weakened and eventually nearly dis-
appeared at 32 h. The Mw of the polymer chains in the releasing
mediumwas estimated to be about 6000e10,800 Da by using light
scattering. Chain expulsion from polyelectrolyte multilayers
(PEMs) has been observed for hydrogen-bonded systems as
a result of a complete disruption of hydrogen bonds [48]. The pH-
triggered diffusion of polyelectrolyte chains in and out of elec-
trostatically assembled PEM film has been reported [49] and
fundamentally interpreted [50,51]. Here, we present the first
direct observation of the pH-induced expulsion of PMAA chains
from the physically associated hybrid nanogels. The mechanism of
Fig. 5. pH dependence of the average Rh value of the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid
nanogels CPM1 (-, ,), CPM2 (C, B), and CPM3 (:, 6), measured at 37.2 �C (solid)
and 22.1 �C (open), respectively, and a scattering angle q ¼ 45� .



Fig. 6. (A) TEM images and (B) FTIR spectra showing the evolvement of the MBAAm-free chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels CPM3 after dialysis in pH ¼ 7.38 PBS at 37 �C for (a)
5 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 22 h, and (d) 32 h.
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chain expulsion of the weak polyelectrolyte nanogels in response
to a pH variation may involve pH-induced accumulation of excess
charge within the nanogels. This phenomenon could provide
fundamental guidance for the construction of feasible and reliable
multifunctional bionanomaterials on the basis of chitosan and
other biopolymers.
Fig. 7. (A) The typical PL spectra of the as-synthesized chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nano
tosanePMAA nanogels was also presented for comparison (dot line). (BeD) The pH depend
respectively. (E) The relative PL intensity at 599 nm of the CPM1 (-), CPM2 (C), and CPM
measured during repeated 5 h’ dialysis and pH adjustment cycles of the hybrid nanogels o
3.3. pH-sensitive PL properties of chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid
nanogels

Fig. 7 shows the PL spectra of the chitosanePMAAeCdSe
hybrid nanogels dispersed in PBS of different pH values, obtained
after equilibrated for 30 min at room temperature. The template
gels obtained with the excitation wavelength at 520 nm. The PL spectrum of the chi-
ent normalized PL spectra of the CPM1 (B), CPM2 (C), and CPM3 (D) hybrid nanogels,
3 (:) hybrid nanogels as a function of the pH of surrounding media. (F) PL intensity
f CPM1 (-), CPM2 (C), and CPM3 (:), respectively.
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chitosanePMAA nanogels are not fluorescent. After immobiliza-
tion of CdSe QDs in the interior of the nanogels, a strong red
colored emission centered at about 599 nm and a very weak
near-IR emission centered at about 743 nm were respectively
observed for all the three hybrid nanogels. The emission
(599 nm) near absorption edge is related to the excitonic
recombination (i.e. charge-carrier recombination) at the band
edge, similar to the theoretical exciton energy as modeled on an
isolated CdSe nanocrystal of 3.2e3.8 nm within the framework of
the pseudopotentical method [52]. The quantum yield of the
599 nm emission was determined to be 19.5%, 22.3%, and 23.1%
for CPM1, CPM2 and CPM3, respectively. The quantum yield is
appreciably high, in line with those (w9%) normally found in
such QDs [53,54], but far below that (w40%) reported by Peng
et al. [55], which is possibly associated with the different
synthetic methods and the effect of the coating media on the
optical electric field at the CdSe QD surface. In agreement with
the strong excitonic emission, on the other hand, the emission
centre at 743 nm associated with the emissive surface-trap states
[52,53] is very weak. The high quantum yield of the QDs should
favor their application as optical codes.

The chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels, combining the
properties from both CdSe QDs and responsive polymers, could
offer the possibilities for external switching and manipulation.
Fig. 7BeD depicts the evolution of the visible excitonic emission
(599 nm) of the three hybrid nanogels at various pH values,
covering the physiologically important pH range 5e7.4. It is clear
that the intensity (quantum efficiency) of the visible excitonic
emission could be sufficiently manipulated by varying the pH value
of the dispersion. To visualize the relationship between the pH-
induced volume phase transitions and the variety in the PL inten-
sity of the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels, we plotted the
relative PL intensity as a function of pH (Fig. 7E). The comparison of
Fig. 5A with Fig. 7E indicates that the PL intensity of the QDs is
conspicuously quenched as the nanogels begin to swell at pH>w5,
and then reaches nearly a constant when the nanogels reach
a maximum swelling at pH > 8. The pH sensitivity of the PL
quenching of QDs can be further tuned through tailoring the
swelling degree of the hybrid nanogels. Two factors should be
considered to explain how the pH-induced swelling of the nanogels
could trigger the PL quenching of the CdSe QDs immobilized in the
hybrid nanogels [29]. One is related to the change of the bonding
interaction at the surface of CdSe QDs. The increase in pH increases
the number of dissociated eCOO� groups and reduces eNH3

þ

groups, which cannot only affect the overall swelling/shrinking of
the gel network that changes the local dielectric environment
surrounding the CdSe QDs, but also involve the exchange in coor-
dinate bonds with the CdSe QDs. This may cause a change of the
local optical electric field at the CdSe QD surface, resulting in the PL
quenching [29,56]. On the other hand, the increase in the interfacial
emission quenching centers can provide the second scenario for the
pH-induced PL quenching of CdSe QDs. The increase in pH increases
the number of dissociated eCOO� groups of PMAA chains. While
the ionized PMAA network chains tend to expand, the crosslinkage
of the polymer chains hinders the network expansion, creating
elastic tensions localized at the crosslinking points [57]. Because of
the bonding between the polymers and CdSe QDs, the CdSe QDs
also act as crosslinking points, introducing an elastic tension in the
bonds that stretch the polymer/CdSe interface and create interfacial
PL quenching states. Wuister’s group [58] has reported similar
phenomenon, where the frozen solvent induces strain in the
capping shell that is further propagated to the surface of the QDs,
creating interfacial quenching states.

The pH-responsive PL property of these hybrid nanogels
could be potentially used for sensing the acidified endosomes and
lysosomes [29e32]. To estimate the reversibility and reliability of
the pH-induced PL change, the PL spectra of hybrid nanogels were
measured for 5 cycles with a pH adjustment between 3.0 and 7.0
through dialysis against the buffer solution of designed pH for 5 h
(Fig. 7F). A slight drop in the PL intensity at pH z 3.0 (return to
about 85e95% of the original intensity at the fifth cycle) was
observed for all the three hybrid nanogels, possibly due to the
population change of nonradiative loss paths caused by the
dynamic motions of the capping polymer chains [17e22,56].
Nevertheless, both the covalently crosslinked CPM1 and CPM2
showed a well reproductive pH-sensitive PL property over the
examined cycles, due to their stability in both dispersibility and
morphology/composition. These systems may be ideally applied in
the native environment of the more hypoxic/anaerobic vascular-
ized tumor models which have pH difference and an acidic
microenvironment [29e32]. However, a dramatic decrease in the
pH sensitivity of PL property was observed for CPM3 hybrid
nanogels after repeating the dialysis/pH adjustment cycles. The
sustained decay in the pH sensitivity of CPM3 hybrid nanogels can
be essentially associated with the pH-induced crack of this hybrid
nanogel and corresponding release of the PMAA chains as
demonstrated in Fig. 6. Clearly, the structural variations of the
hybrid nanogels were accompanied by the corresponding optical
property changes. An appropriate covalent crosslinkage of the
template nanogels should be beneficial to the structure stability
and reversible optical property for biosensing application of the
hybrid nanogels.

3.4. Tumour cell imaging

It is worth to mention that the fluorescence of the hybrid
nanogels would not completely quench even at extreme pH envi-
ronments, thus the hybrid nanogels can be applied for cell-labeling
under physiologically important pH conditions. Fig. 8 shows the
luminescence images of the mouse melanoma cells B16F10 after
stained with the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels for 2 h. It
is clear that the B16F10 cells can readily phagocytose the small-
sized hybrid nanogels. The bright spots are attributed to the CdSe
QDs encapsulated inside the chitosanePMAA nanogels, which can
illuminate the entire cell. These bright spots are mainly distributed
in the cytoplasm and perinuclear region of the cells. It is thus
obvious that these probes do not give dark regions in the cell, and
simply areas where the nanogel did not permeate are clear,
rendering the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels suitable for
cell-labeling markers. Although nowadays semiconductor QDs
have been widely applied for cellular imaging [1e13], such a chi-
tosaneQD hybrid nanogel system designed for the optical probe
would potentially facilitate a simultaneous combination of optical
diagnosis, distribution of polymeric drug carriers, and monitoring
on the response to drug treatments.

3.5. Drug storage and pH-regulated release properties

Having demonstrated the pH-sensing and cellular imaging
functions, we further examined the drug storage and delivery
abilities of the chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels under
typical administration conditions. TMZ, a new imidazole tetrazi-
none compound with promising preclinical and clinical activity
in nitrosourea-sensitive and nitrosourea-resistant models and
manageable toxicity in phase I/II clinical trials [59e62], was
selected as a model drug. TMZ undergoes a chemical degradation
at physiological pH to form the cytotoxic triazene, an active
metabolite of dacarbazine (DTIC), which may represent a more
favorable prodrug than DTIC. The degradation product of TMZ
(absorption peak at 328 nm) raises a new UVevis absorption peak



Fig. 8. Scanning confocal fluorescence (left), transmission (middle), and overlaid (right) images of mouse melanoma B16F10 cells upon staining with hybrid nanogels CPM1 (A),
CPM2 (B), and CPM3 (C), respectively. Excitation wavelength ¼ 496 nm.
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at w266 nm. However, the degradation is negligible at pH � 5
[59]. We loaded the well-dissolved TMZ molecules into the hybrid
nanogels at acidic pH around 4.3. The addition of TMZ solution
into the hybrid nanogels led to an immediate cloudy, which
revealed the hydrogen bonding complexation of the amide groups
in TMZ molecules with the eOH and protonated eCOOH groups in
hybrid nanogels. The attractive interactions between the TMZ
molecules and the polymer chain networks resulted in a high drug
loading capacity and a slight decrease in size of the hybrid
nanogels (see Supplementary data Fig. S1). A drug loading capacity
of 48.9 wt%, 41.1 wt%, and 38.3 wt%, and the corresponding
loading efficiency of 46.4 wt%, 29.4 wt%, and 31.6 wt% were
determined for hybrid nanogel CPM1, CPM2 and CPM3, respec-
tively. The confocal images indicate that the drug-loaded hybrid
nanogels still show strong fluorescence. The loaded drug mole-
cules also have negligible effect on the pH-sensitive PL property of
the embedded QDs.
The drug release from the hybrid nanogels was determined in
buffer solutions of different pH values (5.03, 6.17, 6.67, and 7.38) at
37 �C (Fig. 9). A blank release experiment of free TMZ solution
with an equivalent amount of drug (46.4 mg/mL) to that trapped in
CPM1 was also performed at pH ¼ 7.38. The much slower drug
release from the hybrid nanogels than from the free drug solution
indicates a sustained release of the TMZ molecules from the
hybrid nanogels. First, the change in pH of the releasing medium
can trigger the drug releasing rate. The increase in pH induces
a gradual dissociation of the eCOOH groups to form eCOO�

groups, which will not only break the PMAAeTMZ hydrogen bond
complexes and enhance the mobility of TMZ molecules, but also
increases the swelling degree (mesh size) of the nanogels so that
the guest TMZ molecules can diffuse out more easily from the
nanogels. Second, a slower release rate was observed on the
relatively more crosslinked hybrid nanogels CPM2 which exhibi-
ted a smaller swelling ratio as compared with CPM1. Third, TMZ



Fig. 9. Typical release profile of TMZ from the hybrid nanogels CPM1 (A), CPM2 (B), and CPM3 (C) at 37 �C in PBS solutions of varying pH: (-)-pH 7.38; (C)-pH 6.67; (:)-pH 6.17;
;-pH 5.03. In the blank release (A), 5 mL free TMZ solution was released to 50 mL PBS solution of pH 7.38 at 37 �C. The fitting lines are based on the Empirical Peppas’s Model: Mt/
MN ¼ ktn.
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molecules came out more rapidly from the CPM3 than from the
CPM1 and CPM2 hybrid nanogels at pH � 6.17, due to the pH-
induced change of both structure and composition of the hybrid
nanogel CPM3 (Fig. 6). Moreover, for all the three hybrid nanogels,
less than 70% of TMZ loaded into the hybrid nanogels were
released in the first 10 h without showing lag phase and zero
order release at pH � 6.67.

To further understand the release mechanism, the results were
analyzed using the empirical Peppas’s model [63] (lines in Fig. 9):

Mt=MN ¼ ktn

where Mt and MN are the absolute cumulative amount of drug
released to time t and infinite time, respectively, and k is
Fig. 10. In vitro cytotoxicity of the free chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels (-) and the T
incubated for 2 h (solid symbols) and 24 h (open symbols), respectively, at different concent
concentrations of TMZ solution used for the control study are equal to those of TMZ loade
a structural/geometric constant. n is related to the intimate
mechanism of release as values of n< 0.43 or n> 0.85 for a sphere-
like device indicate another controlling process in addition to the
diffusion process. While the n¼ 0.54 for free TMZ solution indicates
an anomalous transportation, the low n values for CPM1 and CPM2
indicated that the release of TMZmolecules obeys to two correlated
processes: one is related to the breakage of coordinate hydrogen
bonds between the drug and polymer chains; another is a diffu-
sion-controlled step. The same releasing mechanismwas found for
CPM3 at pH ¼ 6.17 and 5.03, respectively. However, a nearly
anomalous transportation of TMZ (n¼ 0.42) was found at pH¼ 6.67
due to the ionization of PMAA chains and the dissociation of the
chitosanePMAA networks in CPM3. In consistent with the pH-
induced PL changes (Fig. 7), the pH-induced drug release
MZ-loaded hybrid nanogels (C) (A: CPM1, B: CPM2, and C: CPM3) against B16F10 cells
rations. (D) The control experiment on the free TMZ was presented for comparison. The
d in the interior of the hybrid nanogels correspondingly.
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mechanism change of the hybrid nanogels are essentially regulated
by the variations in the structure and properties of the gel networks
upon receiving an external stimuli (Figs. 5 and 6).

3.6. In vitro cytotoxicity

Although the approach to multifunctional bionanomaterials
presents immense opportunities, there are concerns about the
safety of these materials following intentional and unintentional
human exposures. Fig. 8 shows that no signs of morphological
damage to the B16F10 cells were observed upon treatment with the
hybrid nanogels for 2 h. This was further confirmed by in vitro
cytotoxicity results (Fig. 10) that all the free hybrid nanogels were
low-cytotoxic to B16F10 cells in the first 2 h in concentrations up to
526.58 mg/mL, 626.52 mg/mL, and 672.30 mg/mL for CPM1, CPM2
and CPM3, respectively. In contrast, the cell viability drastically
decreased when the cells were incubated with TMZ-loaded hybrid
nanogels for 2 h even at a concentration as low as 52.65 mg/mL,
67.58 mg/mL and 67.23 mg/mL for the TMZ-loaded CPM1, CPM2 and
CPM3, respectively (equivalent to about 25.75 mmol/L free TMZ in
all systems). Correspondingly, an IC50 value of 411.26 mg/mL,
667.54 mg/mL and 68.35 mg/mL was respectively obtained. These
results indicate that the released TMZ from the hybrid nanogels can
still provide high anticancer activity. Due to the sustained-release
property of the TMZ-loaded hybrid nanogels (about 65% of the
loaded TMZ was released in 2 h, Fig. 9), the cytotoxicity of TMZ-
loaded hybrid nanogels is slightly lower than that of free TMZ at all
the studied concentrations.

Upon treatment with free hybrid nanogels for 24 h, the cell
viability remains largely unchanged for CPM1 and CPM2, indicating
a low-cytotoxicity. However, a drastic decrease in cell viability was
observed in the case of CPM3. The reason is that the CPM3 hybrid
nanogel has undergone a change in structure and composition to
form seajelly like morphologies (Fig. 5C) when exposed to physi-
ological medium for 24 h, leading to the exposure of the relatively
bare CdSe QDs to the cells [64]. Our results indicate that appro-
priate polymer coats on the surface of QDs are feasible strategies to
improve the biocompatibility of QDs. While covalently crosslinked
hybrid nanogels of CPM1 and CPM2 exhibit a successful combina-
tion of optical pH-sensing, regulated drug delivery capabilities, and
low-cytotoxicity, the structure/composition change of the physi-
cally associated CPM3 hybrid nanogels under physiological condi-
tions have not only immediate consequences for biosensing but
also the potential cytotoxicity due to the swelling and release of
ionized PMAA chains and exposure of relatively bare QDs to cells.
This identification of the potential hazardous material properties
could be helpful for the redesign of these bionanomaterials to
improve safety while still maintaining or even promoting key
nanoscale properties.

4. Conclusions

The multifunctional chitosanePMAAeCdSe hybrid nanogels can
be prepared in an aqueous solution via in-situ immobilization of
CdSe QDs (3.2e3.8 nm) into the chitosanePMAA semi-IPN nano-
gels. The template chitosanePMAA nanogel can be formed either
by non-covalent physical associations, such as secondary forces
(hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic association) and physical
entanglements, or by covalent crosslinkages. The hybrid nanogels
prepared by both methods can sufficiently undergo a pH-induced
volume phase transition. Whereas the covalently crosslinked
nanogels are very stable in both structure and composition upon
pH variation, the hybrid nanogels based on the physical associa-
tions exhibit a significant change in the structure and composition
in response to a pH increase to physiological condition.
This distinction in the stability of hybrid nanogels is important for
the designed multiple functions. The results reported here suggest
that the covalently crosslinked hybrid nanogels like CPM1 and
CPM2 with excellent structural stability and reversible physical
property change in response to a pH change can successfully inte-
grate the optical pH-sensing and cellular imaging ability, regulated
drug delivery, and low-cytotoxicity into a single nano-object. In
contrast, the physically associated hybrid nanogels like CPM3
would not be ideal candidate for biosensing and drug delivery. The
hybrid nanogels CPM1 and CPM2 could enter and illumine the
B16F10 cells, detect the change in pH, provide a pH-regulated
release of anticancer drug TMZ in the typical abnormal pH range of
5e7.4 found in pathological zone, which provides potential for
monitoring on the response to drug treatments and improving the
therapeutic efficiency. It is important to achieve progress in the
development of multifunctional bionanomaterials by incorporation
of functional building blocks into a single individual nanoparticle.
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